THE ENTEBBE RAID:
The Principle of
Self-Help in International Law as
Justification for State Use of Armed Force
Jeffrey A. Sheehan*
When the use of force is labeled "war," there are various legal results
with regard to belligerent, non-belligerent, and neutral rights., In
1949, the parties to the Red Cross Conventions in Geneva agreed that it
was desirable that some legal results flow from "armed conflicts,"
regardless of whether or not there was a "war.' '2 As a result, "war" has
lost its utility as a legal label and is now declared only for technical or
political reasons, and then very rarely.3 The use of force continues, but
it is no longer governed by precise labels and concepts of belligerency. 4
It is possible to differentiate two aspects of this use of force. One
consists of force by individuals or groups on the sub-state level; the
other consists of the use of force without legal belligerency, or a "state
of war" as a matter of political choice. The primary concern of this
*JeffreyA. Sheehan is a candidate for the MALD degree from The Fletcher School in May, 1977.
1. The label "war" is used here to signify a state of affairs in which one or more States have
declared themselves or are considered by other States to be in a "state of war."
2. Geneva Common Articles 2 and 3 state in their relevant sections:
Article 2: In addition to the provisions which shall be implemented in peace time, the
present convention shall apply to all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict
which may arise between two or more High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not
recognized by one of them. . . .Although one of the Powers in conflict may not be a party to
the present Convention, the Powers who are parties thereto shall remain bound by it in their
mutual relations. They shall furthermore be bound by the Convention in relation to the said
Power, if the latter accepts and applies the provisions thereof.
Article 3: In case of an armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the
territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to
apply, as a minimum, the following procedures....
3. Among the few instances of declared war are the series of wars in the Middle East and the
India-Pakistan conflict in the Rann of Kutch in 1965. There has never been an instance of armed
conflict in which one of the combattants has invoked common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions
of 1949, although the ICRC has invoked it in private pressure situations.
4. Patrick Norton, "Between the Ideology and the Reality: The Shadow of the Law of
Neutrality," Harvard International Law Journal, 17 (1976), 249-3 11. Regardless of legal labels,
Norton asserts, since 1949 most states involved in occurrences of "armed conflict" have acted in
accordance with the traditional laws of belligerency.
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analysis is narrow: the legal limitations on a State using force as a
political response to a prior use of force, a practice commonly known as
'self-help."
It is hypothesized that policy analysis will be aided by an examination
and clarification of the legal concepts and practices of States involved in
acts of self-help.5 This suggests that there is a role for international law
in the regulation of force, but that this role depends on, and must be
adjusted to, the exigencies of the current world system.
The response of a State to an act of force can be categorized according
to the location of the responding activity and to the identity of the
perpetrator of the prior use of force. This study is confined to cases in
which there has been a prior use of force across national boundaries and
6
in which perpetrators are either State or sub-state actors. A recent
example of a State's response to the use of force which fits these
parameters is that of Israel in Entebbe, Uganda.7 This response involves
a violat*ion of another State's territorial sovereignty to protect one's
alleged interests and rights - what has often been referred to as "selfhelp" and which here is given the new label of "rectification."
The classical writers considered legally admissible "self-help" to have
three forms: (1) self-defense, (2) reprisal, and (3) retaliation or retorsion. 8 Although the use of force in "rectification" is not adequately
5. The literature on the legal limits of self-help is extensive. The following works are
representative: Yehuda Z. Blum, "The Beirut Raid and the International Double Standard: A
Reply to Professor Falk," 64 AJIL 73 (1970); D.W. Bowett, Self-Defense in International Law
(New York: Praeger, 1959); Ian Brownlie, International Law and the Use of Force by States
(Oxford University Press, 1963); Richard A. Falk, "The Beirut Raid and the International Law of
Retaliation," 63 AJIL 415 (1969); The Institute of World-Polity, The Law of Limited International
Conflict, Washington, D.C., Georgetown University, 1965 (mimeographed); Richard B. Lillich
"Forcible Self-Help by States to Protect Human Rights," 53 Iowa Law Review 325 (1967); John
Norton Moore, "The Control of Foreign Intervention in Internal Conflict," 9 VirginiaJournal of
International Law, 209 (1969); Ellery C. Stowell, Intervention in International Law (Washington,
D.C.: John Byrne and Company, 1921).
6. See Alfred P. Rubin, "International Law and International Terrorism, "chapter in forthcoming book Terrorism: Interdisciplinary Perspectives, ed. by Seymour Finger and Jonah
Alexander (New York: JohnJay Press, 1977). Professor Rubin points out that the label "terrorism"
lacks useful legal purpose in matters entirely contained within the boundaries of one State.
7. See: The New York Times, July 11, 1976, p. 1; William Stevenson and Dan Uri, Ninety
Minutes at Entebbe, (New York: Bantam Books, 1976); Newsweek reported in its December 13,
1976 issue (p. 19) that an "authorized version" of the raid, written by Israelis who had access to
official documents, was ready for publication. Also, see the record of the Security Council on the
subject: S/PV. 1940 of 9July 1976, S/PV. 1941 of 12July L976, S/PV. 1942 of 13July 1976, and
S/PV. 1943 ofJuly 1976.
8. See Green Haywood Hackworth, Digest of International Law, VI: 151-159, VII:361-373;John
B. Moore, A Digest of International Law, 7:103-151; Hans Kelsen, Principles of International Law,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967), pp. 64-87; and Hersch Lauterpacht,
ed., Oppenheim's International Law, Vol. I, 8th ed. (New York: David McKay Company, Inc.,
1955), pp. 297-320. These are representative of the leading works on the subject. This conception
of the set of self-help will be analyzed in the next section.
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categorized by this classical self-help "set," there is ample legal
justification for it in substantive law, State practice accepted as law,
fundamental principles of international law, and the writings and
findings of publicists and jurists.
There are a number of recurring problems in the use of force to
remedy a situation in which the lives of a State's nationals are
threatened by the unwillingness or incapacity of another State to
maintain order in its territory. First, the nature of the interventions,
even those which can be legally justified, may change once begun.
American intervention in the Dominican Republic in 1965 and Russian
intervention in Czechoslovakia 9 in 1968 illustrate that such action may
be used to cloak intervention for purposes inconsistent with the intervenor's obligations at international law.10 It is difficult to define the
threshold when "rectification" becomes intervention inconsistent with
obligations under international law. In these two cases, there is evidence
suggesting that the intervention was either excessive in view of the
legally protected interests of the intervening State or too long in
duration to be justifiable under international law. I
Second, the "rectification" may be in violation of international
obligations. The Charter of the Organization of American States, for
example, in Articles 15 and 17, provides that:
Article 15: No State or group of States has the right to intervene, directly
or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external
affairs of any other State....
Article 17: The territory of a State is inviolable; it may not be the object,
even temporarily, of military occupation or of other measures of force
taken by another State....
The non-intervention doctrine is a universally recognized and
acknowledged obligation of all States not to encroach on another State's
territory or affairs. As stated in the majority opinion in the Lotus case:
9. For a discussion of the similarity of these two interventions, see Thomas M. Franck and Edward
Weisband, Word Politics: Verbal Strategy Among the Superpowers (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1971), PP. 33-47, 70-113.
10. Charter of the United Nations.
Article 2 (3): All members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such
manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered.
Article 2 (4): All members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or the
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any
manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.
11. Franck and Weisband, Word Politics. Also, see Leonard C. Meeker, "The Dominican
Situation in the Perspective of International Law," U.S. Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LIII,
No. 1358 (July 5, 1965), pp. 60-65; Under Secretary Mann, "The Dominican Crisis: Correcting
Some Misconceptions," U.S. Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LII1, No. 1376 (November 8,
1965); Theodore Draper, "The Dominican Intervention Reconsidered," Political Science Quarterly, LXXXVI (March, 1971), pp. 1-36.
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Now the first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon
a State is that-failing the existence of a permissive rule to the contrary-it may not exercise its power in any form in the territory of another
State. In this sense, jurisdiction is certainly territorial; it cannot be
exercised outside its territory except by virtue of a12permissive rule derived
from international custom or from a convention.
The Declaration of the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic
Affairs of States and the Protection of Their Independence and
Sovereignty, adopted in the United Nations General Assembly on
December 21, 1965, states unequivocally that "no state has the right to
intervene, directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal
or external affairs of any other State." 1
. Third, with the possible exception of Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter, there is 4no positive legal permission to engage in such acts as
"rectification." 1 That is, no State has acknowledged in any instrument
that a State has the authority to act with impunity in violation of
another State's sovereignty. Aside from the self-defense provision of
Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, force used by States in support
of United Nations principles or enforcement actions is acceptable only
upon authorization of the Security Council under Chapter VII
provisions. Auto-interpretation of these provisions is not admitted.
Fourth, even if it were granted that States do have a right of
humanitarian intervention or of action to preserve basic international
values, it has been suggested that such acts would contribute to a
heightened expectation of violence and in this way contribute to the
derogation of such world order as exists."1 For this reason, it is suggested
by some that the use of legitimate intervention and justifiable violation
of sovereignty would be ultimately self-defeating.
These are all persuasive arguments. Answers to the problems they
address are indicated by some of the alternatives available to a State
confronted with the use of armed force unrelated to belligerency and
war. Inaction, on the part of the victim State or the world community, is
clearly unacceptable and unworkable considering the magnitude,
emotional reaction, and violent consequences which accompany the use
of force in international affairs.
The imposition of sanctions by the victim State or the world community against collaborating or offending States, groups, or individuals
has been, so far, impossible to agree upon because of real and imagined
12. PCIJ, Ser. A., No. 10, pp. 18-19.

13. United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2131 (XX) of 21 December 1965.
14. See next section. "Rectification" is not the same as self-defense and has different criteria
concerning its use and justification.
15. Richard B. Lillich, ed., Humanitarian Intervention and the United Nations (Charlottesville,
Virginia: University of Virginia Press, 1973), p. 152.
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economic and political consequences. Many have suggested a series of
international conventions binding states to take certain actions when
faced with the use of force by non-state groups or individuals. A
number of these conventions currently exist and more are being
16
proposed.
The point of departure of this analysis is the belief that there is a more
acceptable and workable alternative under certain circumstances. This
alternative is the use of force within the legal constraints described by
the label ''rectification.''
The Traditional Forms of Self-Help
There is no universally accepted series of definitions for the sub-sets of
self-help. Nor, for that matter, is there even any generally accepted list
of what sub-sets exist. The characterization of self-help depends to a
great extent on the author, actors, context, and activity in progress. Selfhelp is a malleable label which suffers from a lack of precision and
consistency. A brief examination of the components of self-help reveals
some of the problems in definition.17
First, there is retorsion. The rationale for retorsion can include
reprisal, self-defense, collective security, or other terms referring to
circumstances in which a State feels its rights have been violated to the
extent that it must respond, generally in a legal manner. The acts of
retorsion run the spectrum from official diplomatic communication and
withdrawal or expulsion of diplomatic representation to various
economic actions. One consistent feature is that these acts do not
generally involve a violation of territorial sovereignty nor any other
interest protected by rules of general international law.
A concrete example of retorsion, as well as a rationale for its use, is
found in the November, 1976, incident involving the Foxbat fighter
aircraft flown to Japan by a Soviet pilot. The results of the delay in
returning the aircraft were unfriendly but "legal" acts of self-help
employed by the Soviet Union to protest the American inspection of the
aircraft and to encourage its speedy return. 8 Defined in these terms,
retorsion clearly is not an adequate label for the Entebbe raid.
16. The most important such conventions are Tokyo, 1963 (20 UST 2941, 704 UNTS 219, TIAS
6768); The Hague, 1970 (22 UST 1641, TIAS 7192); and Montreal, 1971 (24 UST 564, TIAS
7570). The New York Times reported on November 14, 1976 (p. 13) that the Council of Europe
was in the process of drawing up another, similar convention. On December 10, 1976 (p. A-11), it

reported that a compromise had been reached in the United Nations which paved the way for a
multilateral treaty against the taking of hostages. Uganda is a party to the Hague Convention of
1970, but not to the Tokyo or Montreal Conventions.

17. It is not the purpose of this article to go into an exhaustive legal analysis of the sub-sets of
self-help, but merely to point out the inadequacy of the current state of the labeling process with
regard to self-help.
18. The New York Times, November 13, 1976, p. 9.
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Other acts of self-help often involve a violation of territorial
sovereignty or of the rights at general international law of the State
against which the self-help action is taken. The two most commonly
19
cited forms of self-help in this category are reprisal and self-defense.
Reprisals are "illegal acts under-taken in retaliation against a State to
compel it to agree to a satisfactory settlement of a dispute originating in
an earlier illegal act done by it. "20 The landmark case of reprisal is the
Naulilaa incident of 1914. The findings of the 1928 PortugueseGerman Arbitral Tribunal set out the following criteria for judging a
previous illegal act, an unsatisfied demand,
permissible act of reprisal: a 21
response.
and a proportional
It is the implication of the historic evolution of the idea of reprisals
that Israel's Entebbe action is not within the normal definition of peacetime reprisal.22 First, there are some features of Entebbe which are not
covered, (e.g., the measurement of the proportionality could not be
made in Naulilaa terms at all). Second, the Israeli action at Entebbe
does not meet certain criteria of the traditional concept of reprisal, (e.g.,
Israel made no formal demand to the Ugandan government). United
Nations activity might take the place of formal correspondence covering
international disputes, but Israel did not raise the issue at the United
Nations. Finally, Israel had no intention of forcing Uganda "to agree
to a satisfactory settlement." The Entebbe raid was not undertaken to
change Ugandan behavior, but to supplement Ugandan action which
Israel considered insufficient.
More often, the principle of self-defense has been referred to as
justification for the raid.23 It is contended that this label is not applicable and that its use is too inconsistent and too vague to provide a
convincing legal justification for the raid. A small sampling of the
writings on self-defense reveals the difficulty of establishing a definitive
interpretation of the Entebbe case. Von Glahn does not discuss the idea
19. In addition to footnotes 5 and 8, supra, see Evelyn Colbert, Retaliation in International Law
(New York: King's Crown Press, 1948); Albert E. Hindmarsh, Force in Peace: Force Short of War
in International Relations (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1933); "International Human
Rights Symposium" in 53 Iowa Law Review 268 (1967); "Symposium: International Human
Rights" in 12 Santa Clara Law Review 205 (1972); and numerous standard texts on international
law.
20. Gerhard Von Glahn, ed., Law Among Nations (New York: Macmillan, 1965). Almost every
text has its own, equally applicable, definition. See, for example, Hersch Lauterpacht, ed.,
Oppenheim's International Law, Vol. II, 7th ed., (London: Longman's, Green and Co., 1952), p.
561:
...reprisals in time of peace are injurious acts committed for the purpose of compelling a
State to consent to a satisfactory settlement of a difference created through an international
delinquency.
21. 6 Hackworth at 154-156 (1943).
22. Albert E. Hindmarsh, "Self-Help in Time of Peace," 26 AJIL (1932), p. 316, footnote 1.
23. See S/PV. 1940 of 9July 1976 and S/PV. 1942 of 13July 1976 for many references.
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of self-defense.2 Kelson asserts:
...this article [United Nations Charter, Article 51] applies only in the
case of an armed attack. The right of self-defense must not be exercised in
case of any other violation of the legally protected interests of a Member. 2

The action of the PLO in hijacking the aircraft and forcing it to fly to
Uganda might be construed as an armed attack. However, it is
questionable that the Ugandan act can be labeled a "ratification" of
the attack and therefore an act of aggression itself. Labeling Uganda an
aggressor because it fails to rid itself of foreign armed bands is equally
6

debatable.2
Hyde defines self defense as

"..

that form of self-protection which

is directed against an aggressor or contemplated aggressor.' '27 While
under certain definitions of "aggressor," this would provide legal
justification for the Entebbe raid, there is much dispute over definitions
of "aggression.' '28 Bowett contends that self-defense is a permissible
means of protection of a wide range of substantive rights including
protection of nationals.29 This could provide Israel with a vindication of
its actions under the label of self-defense. In fact, Israeli United Nations
Representative Herzog cited Bowett several times in his remarks during
the Security Council debate ofJuly 9. However, the legal issue is much
more complex than Herzog acknowledged.
The criteria for judging an act of self-defense were laid down by
Daniel Webster in 1842 in his note to the British on the Caroline case of
1837.
*..
respect for the inviolable character of the territory of independent
States is the most essential foundation of civilization... Undoubtedly it
is just, that, while it is admitted that exceptions growing out of the great
law of self-defense do exist, those exceptions should be confined to cases
in which the necessity of that self-defense is instant, overwhelming and
24. Von Glahn, Law Among Nations, p. 494.
25. Hans Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations (New York: Praeger, 1964), p. 269.
26. Many attempts have been made to define "aggression," notable among them United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIV) of 14 December 1974. While "aid to armed
bands" is usually considered an aggressive act, a number of States currently consider their rendering of assistance to the PLO a matter of aid to a legitimate liberation movement and reject the
label of "aggression" in such instances. There seems to be no great sentiment in the international
community as a whole to condemn such haven states as a matter of principle, despite the language
of the various UN General Assembly resolutions and other evidence that such action in fact violates
norms ofinternational law.
27. Charles C. Hyde, International Law, Vol. I, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little Brown and Company,
1945), p. 237.
28. "It is commonly, but erroneously, assumed that the adoption of a definition of aggression
necessarily deprives governments or tribunals of the freedom of appreciation of the merits of a
particular situation." Lauterpacht, Oppenheim's International Law, Vol. II, p. 189, footnote 2.
29. See Bowett, SelfDefense in International Law, pp. 29-116.
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leaving no choice of means and no moment for deliberation. 30
Although the four criteria seem applicable in the Entebbe case, the
Caroline affair applied to a somewhat different situation. There, Britain
felt that her Canadian territory was threatened. While it is unlikely that
the armed bands presented a threat to her sovereignty, Britain believed
that her territorial integrity was at stake. The Entebbe situation did not
involve the territorial integrity of Israel, although Israeli legal interests
may have been injured in the detention of its nationals in Uganda. The
threat to nationals abroad has not normally been considered to justify
action in "self-defense" under the Caroline rule. For this reason, it is
difficult to construct a convincing legal argument around self-defense.
However, in the Security Council debates, Israel invoked self-defense
as justification for the raid, but neither of the scholars cited by Herzog
views the issues as unequivocally as do the Israelis. Herzog quoted
O'Connell: "Traditional international law has not prohibited States
from protecting their nationals whose lives or property are imperilled by
political conditions in another State ...."31 He did not quote another
passage later in the same book which states, "Nowadays, however, the
United Nations Charter would appear to limit the right of self-defence
to occasions of direct attack, and to exclude the use of force altogether
from the right of self-help." 32 Likewise, Herzog's use of Bowett's
analysis leaves out important passages which weaken the Israeli
justification. For example,
[This line of logic] . . .leads to a ready acceptance of the proposition that
the defence of the interests of nationals is, ipso facto, the defence of the
interests of the State. In practice it cannot be said that a threat to the
3
safety of nationals abroad constitutes a threat to the security of the State.
....................................................
Any state invoking the right of self-defence must be prepared to justify
the measures it takes in pursuance of that right before an impartial international tribunal. 34
Of the remaining concepts advanced to provide legal justification for
the Entebbe raid, only humanitarian intervention will be considered
30. 2 Moore, A Digest of International Law, 409-414 (1906).
31. Daniel P. O'Connell, International Law, Vol I,2nd ed. (London: Stevens and Sons, 1970). It
is interesting to note that Lillich, in his 1967 article (see footnote 5, supra) cites an equivalent
passage from O'Connell's first edition (1965). It states (p. 326): "Traditional international law
allowed individual States or groups of States to take appropriate measures in the territories of other
States for protection and enforcement of their rights. Such action was not technically intervention."
32. O'Connell, International Law, p. 318. See footnote 2, supra. An argument can be made
that the PLO had made a "direct attack," but it is much less clear, for instance, that the use of
Ugandan s6ldiers to guard the hostages was a "direct attack."
33. Bowett, SelfDefense in International Law, p. 93.
34. Ibid., p. 105.
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here. 5 Lauterpacht defines intervention as:

".

.

. dictatorial in-

terference in the sense of action amounting to a denial of the independence of a state."36 The narrower sub-set, humanitarian intervention, has been advanced as legal justification for the Entebbe raid.
Lillich, speaking of Biafra, defined humanitarian intervention as:
*

.

. a short-term use of armed force by a government, in what would

otherwise be a violation of the sovereignty of a foreign State, for the
protection from death or grave injury of nationals of the acting
State... by their removal from the territory of the foreign State. 7
At first glance, this would seem to include Entebbe. However,
elsewhere Lillich indicates five criteria for judging the permissibility of
such acts:
(1) The immediacy of violation of human rights.
(2) The extent of violation of human rights.

(3)An invitation from appropriate authorities.
(4) The degree of coercive measures employed.
(5)The relative disinterestedness of the intervening States.
Whereas the Israeli action would qualify under criteria (1), (2), and (4),
it would have to be rejected on the basis of criteria (3) and (5).
Even if the label of humanitarian intervention is manipulated sufficiently39 to cover Entebbe-like situations, this label is too open-ended.
For example, humanitarian intervention seems to allow long-term
intervention and yet Israeli justification rested largely on the fact that
there were no unwarranted or long-term effects of the Entebbe raid.
A variety of other relevant objections suggests that the label
humanitarian intervention is not adequate justification. Brownlie, for
example, declares: " . . . the concept of humanitarian intervention

seems at odds with the needs of modern international life.'
suggested that:

'40

Farer has

35. A variety of terms have been applied to-the Entebbe incident. Some have been used imprecisely or inappropriately. "Hot pursuit," for instance, only refers to carefully defined circumstances at sea. It stops at a second State's boundary and may not be "interrupted." See the
1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas (13 UST 2312; TIAS 5200; 450 UNTS 82) at Article 23.

Such terms as "self-preservation" and "interposition," inter alia, have much less background in
terms of treaty law, precedent, or scholarly opinion, and are therefore less persuasive when used as
justification for-armed intervention.
36. Hersch Lauterpacht, International Law and Human Rights (Hamden, Connecticut: Archon

Books, 1968), p. 167. Other definitions of intervention can be found in the following: William W.
Bishop, International Law (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1971), pp. 907-908; and

Reisman's definition in Richard B. Lillich, ed., Humanitarian Intervention and the United
Nations, p. 179, footnote 2.
37. Lillich, Humanitarian Intervention, p. 53.

38. Lillich, "Forcible Self-Help by States to Protect Human Rights, pp. 347-351. Criterion (5)
raises questions about rules of standing and res inter aios acta.
39. Moore, "The Control of Foreign Intervention in Internal Conflict," p. 264.
40. Lillich, Humanitarian Intervention and the United Nations, p. 147.
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.. . unilateral recourse to force even for genuinely humanitarian
purposes may heighten expectations of violence within the international
system and consequently erode the psychological constraints on the use of
force for other purposes.

The view of Thomas and Thomas is that:

in spite of a recognition of a right to humanitarian intervention by
customary international law, strict principles of modern multilateral
treaty law may have completely abolished the right. The UN Charter ban
on the threat or use of force could include landing of troops for
humanitarian purposes.42
-..

This does not prove that any of the aforementioned labels does not
adequately cover the Entebbe raid. Almost any one of them could be
manipulated to fit the situation and voluminous documentation could
be cited in support of such a contention. However, none of the labels
considered above fits the facts sufficiently. There is always substantial
disagreement and inconsistency concerning the substantiation. The use
of doubtful categories seems to cloud, rather than to clarify, the legal
situation. There should be a label which offers legal justification for the
Entebbe raid and about which generalizations can be made.
Categorization of a New Self-Help Sub-Set: "Rectification"
Rationale for the Use of Armed Force

as a

The category of "rectification" is offered as an addition to the
traditional sub-sets of self-help. 4 3 The following criteria would define
and govern its use.

First, there is a clear perception or apprehension, in good faith, that
people have suffered or are about to suffer by virtue of a violation of
international law. The violation is measured by the effects or imminent
effects on the victims rather than the acts or impending acts of the
violators. A distinction is made between action against a person and
action against a legal creation-no "rectification" is permissible -to
remedy a purported violation of property rights. Any distinction
between States and sub-state actors (with or without international
personality), and thus all recognition problems, can be dropped. The
result is concentration on what actually happens without regard to
41. Ibid., p. 179, footnote 2.
(Dobbs Ferry.
42. AnonJ. Thomas and Ann Thomas, The Dominican Crisis, 1965,J. Carey, ed.
43. Contrast with Lillich, "Forcible Self-Help By States to Protect Human Rights," pp. 347-351,

and his five criteria for judging the admissibility of an act of self-help to protect human rights. Also
contrast with Falk, "The Beirut Raid and the International Law of Retaliation," pp. 440-442, and

his twelve criteria outlining a "suitable framework for claims to use force in retaliation against
prior terroristic acts." Also contrast with Professor Nanda, quoted in Lillich, "Intervention to
Protect Human Rights," in 15 McGill LawJournal, no. 2, 1969, p. 218, and his five criteria for
"evaluating the legitimacy of a claimed humanitarian intervention."
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differences between State and sub-state actors. These distinctions have
ceased to be of utility because some non-state actors, such as the PLO,
have achieved some of the attributes of subjects of international law.
Second, no preliminary attempt at redress is required. The immediate
intent of "rectification" is with regard to the safety or rights of the
"object" and not the acts of the individual, group, or State which
is
jeopardizing that safety or those rights. Thus, there is no rational
correspondent for an attempt at redress. Traditional rules and
obligations of protest are not applicable. If an instance requiring qpplication of the principles and provisions of "rectification" has been
identified, the implicit assumption is that redress is unavailable by
traditional means and that, in fact, any attempt at redress is without
purpose and quite possibly counterproductive. The auto-interpretation
of the reacting, "rectifying" state is challenged after the "rectification"
has been accomplished. In this type of situation, the threat is "overwhelming" in the Caroline sense and since there is no correspondent for
an attempt at redress, the act of "rectification" can only be judged in
terms of its effects and not in terms of non-forceful efforts to resolve the
dispute.
Third, intervention is limited to the righting of the specific wrong
alleged. Thus, it must be an action taken with respect to a rightable
wrong, and one which can be distinguished as a concern of law rather
than of policy. The two States, a "rectifying" State and a threatening
entity, must be at variance with regard to their respective rights and not
simply their interests.
Fourth, there should be no vengeance or punishment involved in the
intervention. This requirement goes beyond an insistence on
proportionality because it does not sanction any activity not directly
related to the righting of the wrong. Proportionality does not imply that
the infliction of equal damage or of pain and suffering in response is
permissible. Instead, only force proportional to the difficulty involved
in the actual "rectification" can be justified.
The 1907 Hague rules established certain guidelines for proportionality. 44 Various prohibitions aginst excessive injury and other acts
were codified in accordance with the belief that there should be limits to
the use of force. The Hague rules, however, did not sufficiently limit
the tolerable level of force. Central to the concept of "rectification" is
limitation of the use of force to the absolute minimum necessary to
rectify the situation.
Fifth, there is no absolute criterion of duration. However, all activities
by the intervening State must be of the minimum duration required for
44. See the 1907 Hague Convention (IV) Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land,
Articles 22 through 28. Subsequent conventions have reflected the same basic assumptions.
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achievement of its justifiable goals. The defense of rights asserted in
"rectification" must not result in acts which exceed the defense of
obvious rights. For example, the American intervention in the
Dominican Republic in 1965 may have been justifiable in these terms
until all Americans had the opportunity to leave the country. However,
since any government has a "right" to expel foreigners, it is impermissible to take a "rectifying" action for the protection of individuals who could leave.
Sixth, there is no need, beyond the normal requirements of
responding to diplomatic notes, for the intervening State to submit its
actions for review. Furthermore, since the action is taken solely with
regard to "objects" and not to "subjects," it need not be
justified unless there is a challenge to its legality. If the transgressed entity does submit its complaint to the "rectifying" State or
some other available forum, it indicates that it has
accepted the consequences of the auto-interpretation of the intervening
State. 45 If the transgressed entity does submit a complaint, through
diplomatic correspondence or some other path, this will constitute a
challenge to the auto-interpretation of the intervening State. The
complaint may not affect the behavior of the intervening State, but it
will permit expression of the feelings of the world community on the
legal aspects of the acts performed.
The Entebbe Raid
The Incident
On June 27, 1976, an Air France Airbus carrying 244 passengers and
twelve crew members was hijacked eight minutes out of Athens during a
46
Tel-Aviv to Paris flight. There were four hijackers, all of whom identified themselves as members of a radical arm of the Palestinian
Liberation Organization (PLO). The aircraft was forced to fly to
Benghazi, Libya, where it was refueled. Only one passenger, a pregnant
woman, was allowed to leave the aircraft. After six hours on the ground
it resumed flight.
On June 28, the aircraft landed in Entebbe, Uganda, where six
Palestinians, again members of one or more divisions of the PLO, joined
the hijackers. The hijackers demanded that fifty-three prisoners be
released (forty of whom were incarcerated in Israel, and the other
thirteeen elsewhere). It appeared to the hostages and crew that the
Ugandan armed forces were aiding the hijackers, although Ugandan

international law, auto45. F6r an analysis of the problems of authoritative interpretation of

Law and
interpretation, and related controversies, see Leo Gross, "States as Organs of International
in the World
the Problem of Auto-Interpretation," in George A. Lipsky, Law and Politics
58-88.
Community (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1953), pp.
46. See footnote 7, supra.
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President Amin stated on several occasions that he was doing everything
within his power to liberate the hostages.
The next day, all Israelis were segregated in another part of the
airport. On June 30, forty-seven non-Israeli women and children were
released and allowed to go to Paris. OnJuly 1, 100 French hostages were
released and allowed to leave the country. The ninety-six Israelis
remained under the guard of the hijackers with the apparent
collaboration of the Ugandan armed forces.
Late on the third ofJuly, three planeloads of Israeli commandos made
a surprise landing at the Entebbe airfield and within less than an hour
were airborne with the remaining Israeli hostages.47 During this
mission, one Israeli soldier, three hostages, twenty Ugandan soldiers
and, apparently, all the hijackers, were killed. An unspecified number of
other persons were wounded. Ten Ugandan aircraft were destroyed and
considerable damage was done to various parts of the airfield. One
Israeli woman, who had been taken to a Ugandan hospital earlier in the
week, was left behind and never heard from again.
Five days later, the issue was raised in the Security Council of the
United Nations. The debate lasted four days. No resolutions or
declarations were issued and the matter has not been discussed in any
organ of the United Nations since.
The Legallssues
Each of the parties involved claimed to be acting in accordance with
its rights and duties under international law. Israel and Uganda both
acknowledged the existence of rules of international law applicable
in this instance. Most relevant are the international rules derived from
the 1970 Hague Convention, which both Israel and Uganda have signed
and ratified. 48 That convention provides for international cooperation to
apprehend aircraft hijackers. Articles, 6, 7, and 9 read as follows:
Artide 6: Upon being satisfied that the circumstances so warrant, any
Contracting State in the territory of which the offender or the alleged
offender is present, shall take him into custody or take other measures to
ensure his presence. The custody and other measures shall be as provided
in the law of that State but may only be continued for such time as is
necessary to enable any criminal or extradition proceedings to be instituted.
Article 7: The Contracting State in the territory of which the alleged
offender is found shall, if it does not extradite him, be obliged, without
47. Overflight of Ugandan territory, to and from Entebbe, occupied somewhat more
than onehalf hour. Thus, the elapsed time in which Israel was violating Ugandan sovereignty
was approximately ninety minutes.
48. Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft: The Hague, December
16,
1970 (TIAS 7192, 22 UST 1641).
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exception whatsoever and whether or not the offence was committed in
its territory, to submit the case to its competent authorities for the
purpose of prosecution. Those authorities shall take their decision in the
same manner as in the case of any ordinary offense of a serious nature
under the law of that State.
Artide 9: When any of the acts . . . has occurred or is about to occur,

Contracting States shall take all appropriate measures to restore control of
the aircraft to its lawful commander or to preserve his control of the
aircraft. In cases contemplated

.

.

.

any Contracting State in which the

aircraft or its passengers and crew are present shall facilitate the continuation of the journey of the passengers and crew as soon as practicable,
and shall without delay return the aircraft and its cargo to the persons
lawfully entitled to possession.
These articles suggest that Uganda had obligations under this con49
vention which it failed to perform. The contention that Uganda was
unable to perform its obligations because of the armed presence of the
PLO and, thus, was excused of its duty seems untenable.50
A cardinal rule of municipal as well as international law is the maxim
own property in such a
sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas, or "use' your
1 In international law, this
"5
another.
of
that
manner as not to injure
implies a general obligation of a State not to permit its territory to be
used in such a way as to endanger the legally-protected interests of other
States.
This principle has been applied in other factual settings by a variety of
international tribunals. For example, in the Corfu Channel Case the
International

Court of Justice (ICJ) held that

...

every State's

obligation [is] not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts
contrary to the rights of other states.''52 In the Trail Smelter
Arbitration, the International Joint Commission (IJC), a special arbitral
board, held that "no State has the right to use or permit the use of its
territory in such a manner as to cause injury
another ... ." 3

. . .

in or to the territory of

as an
In practice, States as well as the United Nations in its capacity

49. If Uganda had fulfilled its obligations, a situation similar to that which occurred in Munich
to that
in 1972 might have taken place. In such a situation, an effort on the part of Uganda, similar
rationale for an
of the West Germans, would have removed Uganda's liability and eliminated the
act of 'rectification."
50. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, drafted in 1968 and 1969 (but not yet in
force), speaks in Article 61 of "supervening impossibility of performance" as a ground for teras either
minating or withdrawing from a treaty. This termination or withdrawal was envisaged
temporary or permanent.
51. Henry Black, Black's Law Dictionary, Rev. 4th ed. (St. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing
Co., 1968), p. 1551.
52. The Corfu Channel Case (Merits) I.C.J. Reports 1949, p. 22.
53. The Trail Smelter Arbitration (1938, 1941) 3 R.I.A.A., 1965.
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international actor have claimed legally protected interests in their
citizens (or official representatives) while acting abroad. Correspondingly, States have acknowledged their responsibility to protect
foreigners within their territorial boundaries as a customary obligation
of sovereignty. For example, Israel acknowledged the United Nation's
interest in Count Bernadotte, as well as its obligation to protect him
from harm while he was in Israel. 54 The result was payment of compensation to the United Nations for his murder. Likewise, England
asserted that it had a legally protected interest in Don Pacifico's
property, to which the government of Greece responded by
acknowledging its obligation to protect foreigners and their property
within its territory.55 The government of Italy protested an 1891 lynching of eleven Italians in New Orleans. 56 The government of the
United States acknowledged the interests of the Italians in their
citizens abroad and the American obligation to protect foreigners in the
United States by paying compensation to the Italian government. As a
further example, in 1923, a United States-Mexican agreement set up the
General Claims Commission (often known as the Neilsen Commission).57 The purpose of the Commission was to arbitrate claims by
Americans for damages in Mexico. Mexico acknowledged its responsibility to protect foreigners (in this case Americans) by accepting the
Commission and its findings as binding.
Most relevant because of its immediacy is the case of French intervention in Somalia over the hijacking of a busload of
schoolchildren.58 France asserted its legally protected interests in the bus
and passengers. The rebels involved in the hijacking refused, of course,
to recognize any obligation of protection. As a result, the French
successfully resorted to armed force. During the ensuing debate in the
54. See Louis Sohn, Cases on United Nations Law, 2d ed., Revised (Brooklyn: Foundation Press,
1967), pp. 49-50.
55. See Louis Sohn and Thomas Buergenthal, International Protection of Human Rights
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1973), pp. 4 8-50.
56. See 6 Moore, A Digest of International Law 837-841, (1906).

57. General Claims Commission (United States and Mexico) established by treaty on September
8, 1923.

58. On Tuesday, February 3, 1976, terrorists hijacked a busload of French schoolchildren in The
French Territory of Afars and Issas. They drove the bus into a no-man's land within a few yards of.
the Somali border. Negotiations and demands continued for somewhat more than 24 hours when,.
anticipating that the lives of the children were in danger and that the Somali government was
giving material assistance to the terrorists, the French forces overwhelmed the hijackers and
recovered the children, driver, and bus. Shots were exchanged with Somali forces and resulted in a
number of casualties. Somalia claimed that France had perpetrated an act of territorial aggression.
The French denied this charge. After one Security Council meeting, the matter was dropped by the
United Nations. See The New York Times, February 4,5, and 6, 1976; a record of the debate in
the Security Council, S/PV. 1889 of 18 February 1976. For another perspective, seeJeune Afrique,
No. 789 (February 20, 1976), pp. 20-21.
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Security Council, Somalia received little support in its protests regarding
the French intervention. The overwhelming majority of States appeared
to acknowledge, by their acquiescence and refrain from formal condemnation, the legitimacy of French actions despite the clear violation
of Somalian territorial sovereignty. Thus, the world body appeared to
acknowledge that Somalia had an obligation to protect the French
schoolchildren within Somalia and that France had legally protected
interests in its citizens abroad which could be vindicated by armed force.
These cases illustrate that in accordance with the customary practice of
international law, foreigners can expect protection from the host States.
In the event the host State fails to provide such protection, they can
expect their national government to seek redress on their behalf.
Returning to the Entebbe incident, Uganda, through the statements
of President Amin at the time and, later, those of its representative and
supporters in the Security Council, acknowledged its duties under
international law. 59 Thus, both States agreed on many of the rights and
duties involved. Most of the incidents discussed above, which involve
the protection of nationals abroad, did not involve an infringement of
the territorial sovereignty of a State. In other words, even if Uganda had
an obligation to protect the Israelis and Israel had legally-protected
interests in its citizens in Uganda, were Israeli actions, in apparent
violation of territorial sovereignty, justifiable under international law?
The key to this question is the similarity of world community reactions to the French activity in Somalia and to the incident at Entebbe. In
both cases, the aggrieved State (Somalia and then Uganda) brought its
complaint before the Security Council of the United Nations. In the
first instance, the debate lasted one day and no resolution was adopted.
In the second instance, the debate lasted through four sessions, but no
resolutions, declarations, or condemnations were adopted. 60 Although
it is true that the emerging State practice of "rectification" has only
been carried out by States strong enough to perform it with impunity,
the apparent acceptance of this behavior by the majority of the world
community legitimates it and evidences its nature as "path-finding"
rather than "law-breaking." ,61
59. These statements are numerous and mentioned in most newspapers and magazine accounts
and in the records of the Security Council debates. See, for example, S/PV. 1940 of 9July 1976 at
p. 4 2; S/PV. 1941 of 12July 1976 at p. 6; S/PV.1943 of 14July 1976 at p. 53 and p. 57. Also, see
The New York TimesJuly 2, 1976, p. 1 andJuly 11, 1976, p. 16.
60. This is quite remarkable in view of the swift and stern condemnations of past Israeli actions.
The United States has vetoed most attempts at condemnation in the Security Council, but the
threat of veto has not deterred debate, draft resolutions, or resort to General Assembly resolutions.
61. The author also recognizes that the examples cited (France and Somalia, Israel and Uganda)
may be exceptional. Furthermore, an act of "rectification" would probably never be employed by a
State such as Iran against a State such as the Soviet Union. Yet, the hypothetical pairs of States
which might be involved in such an activity are quite numerous. The fact that two incidents oc-
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"Rectification" as aRationalefor the Use ofArmed Forceat Entebbe
"Rectification" is a legal framework to which States can be expected
to conform. The criteria for "rectification" involve refinements of the
law of self-help which fit the Entebbe and Somalian situation more
cleanly than the traditional labels and provide a standard against which
future acts of this kind can be judged. Furthermore, the emerging
opiniojurissupports redress in this manner.
The Israeli action at Entebbe was motivated by a clear apprehension
that violations of the rights of its citizens had occurred and that further
violations were imminent. The intervention was defined and carried out
in terms of the "objects" rather than the "subjects" of the illegalities.
Israel's sole intent was to free the hostages; it held no intentions with
regard to Uganda. Side-effects did involve Uganda, but the focus of
Israeli intent was on the hostages, their rights, and Israel's legally
protected interests in them. The intervention was strictly limited to the
righting of the alleged wrong through the liberation of the Israeli
hostages and their transport to a safe location.
There was no activity of a vengeful or penal nature. No injury or
destruction except that directly related to and essential for the liberation
of the hostages was undertaken or inflicted. No attempt was made to
inflict a "proportional" amount of damage as a deterrent.62 Furthermore, Ugandan sovereignty was violated only for the time taken to
overfly the territory, land, retrieve the hostages, take off, and overfly
out of the territory.
No unwarranted consequences resulted from the Israeli activity:
Uganda sovereignty was unimpaired and internal consequences arose
from Ugandan rather than Israeli actions. The raid used the minimum
amount of force and time and the Israelis intended no harm to Ugandan
sovereignty or territorial integrity. Thus, the act's primary effect was on
the "objects."
The new sub-set of "rectification" fits the international system.
Apparent inconsistencies of this concept with fundamental principles of
international law are important to recognize. However, they are no
more important than others such as the fact that States are no longer the
sole subjects of international law, or the fact that States may violate
curred in 1976 attests to the fact that acts of "rectification" do occur. The fact that not all States
can make use of a right does not deny its validity. A right can exist independently of an actor's
ability to make use of it. Iran is not going to engage in an act of reprisal against the Soviet Union,
but it nevertheless retains the right, under certain circumstances, to do so.
62. This is a contrast to American activities with regard to the Mayaguez. "Ihe bombing of the

Cambodian mainland, it has been argued, was excessive "punishment." If so, the United States
military operation would be disqualified as an act of "rectification." One of the key provisions of
"rectification" as a sub-set of self-help is that it be construed narrowly. Otherwise, the label will
cease to have a useful meaning.
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territorial sovereignty without incurring official condemnation despite
the formal rules of the United Nations Charter. The reconciliation of
law and practice is a continuing process which occasionally results in
changes in law.
Conclusions
It is arguable whether there ever will be, or even should be, an
international court with compulsory jurisdiction and enforcement
powers. As long as the current State-centric system is intact, the creation
of such a court is improbable. Under the existing system, the employment of force and the national response to it is based on an autointerpretation of rights and duties under international law. States
remain averse to its determination by a court or other international
body. 63
The decision to adhere to, or to invoke, international law is a
political decision. Since the substance of international law is what States
agree, demonstrate by their practice, or feel obligated by, conscious
political decision is entailed in its invocation.
Most States feel obligated to justify the use of force. This includes
American involvement in Vietnam as well as Israel's raid on Entebbe.
Whether this felt obligation to justify actions is in terms of an accepted
set of legal principles is, again, a political decision. It is argued here
that the existence of an applicable law creates an atmosphere in which
the use of force can be more readily regulated (provided the force of
world opinion is behind it).
Without world government or an international court with strong
powers, auto-interpretations of international law in support of a State's
short-term interests-in disregard of precedent, reciprocity, and principle-will continue. If there is a workable legal framework rather than
prohibitions which are routinely ignored, this might abate somewhat.
Although there is no body of effective sanctions in international law,
States still have means of persuasion and coercion. The French entry into
the no-man's land near Somalia to recover the hijacked children was an
exercise of the ultimate "sanction" available to States-the unilateral
use of force. Likewise, Israeli actions at Entebbe involved an autointerpretation of international law. They also exercised the ultimate
"sanction" available to them: the forceful righting of what they interpreted as a wrong, and the forceful avoidance of what they perceived
63. The rare exception is illuminating. The response of Morocco to the 1975 ICJ Advisory
Opinion is an example. Despite having requested the opinion (at one point, Morocco even pressed
for a contentious case), it ignored the Court's findings and annexed most of Western Sahara. See
Western Sahara, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1975. See also The New York Times, July 4,
1976, p. 36 (Magazine Section) for Morocco's interpretation of the Court's opinion.
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to be an imminent wrong for which no other remedy or prevention was
available.
The acceptance of "rectification" as a legal category establishes
greater State flexibility in dealing with terrorists. The response of States
to such acts becomes more effective and easier to instigate. On the other
hand, terrorists face greater uncertainty and potential jeopardy.
Whereas before terrorists might have felt secure once they reached a
"haven" State, now they must take into account the fact that States
have successfully intervened in these safe harbors. Also, presumably, the
governments of harboring States will be more apprehensive and less
willing to risk the possibility of an act of'"rectification."

